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1 Introduction
Repeated patterns in music have numerous names in different musical contexts: they can
be called themes, licks, hooks, motifs, sequences or riffs, among others. This multitude
of names reflects the importance of repeated patterns in western music – it seems to be
widely agreed that recurring structures are an important part of music (Margulis, 2014),
and that finding the repeated patterns in a piece of music forms an essential part of music
analysis (Lerdahl and Jackendoff, 1983, p. 52).
In music information retrieval the problem of finding these repeated patterns in music in an
automated manner is referred to as musical pattern discovery. Musical pattern discovery
algorithms have been utilised in many music related tasks, such as genre classification
(Ferraro and Lemström, 2018), automated music composition (Collins, 2011; Herremans
and Chew, 2019) and evaluating the similarity between songs (Boot et al., 2016).
Several algorithms have been developed to solve the problem of musical pattern discovery,
but it has been difficult to evaluate whether the patterns discovered by the algorithms are
musically meaningful. The need for more thorough evaluation, and especially side-by-side
comparison between different algorithms, has been stated before (Janssen et al., 2014).
Usually the algorithms produce lists of note onset - pitch pairs as their output, which are
hard for humans to comprehend. One way to remove this obstacle could be to visualise the
output in an intuitively understandable way. To contribute to the evaluation of musical
pattern discovery algorithms and make evaluating the outputs they produce easier, the
objectives for this thesis were set as follows:
O1. To build a web application that visualises the outputs produced by different musical
pattern discovery algorithms.
O2. To provide an evaluation of the outputs produced by musical pattern discovery
algorithms using the web application built in O1.
The main aim of this thesis was to evaluate whether the patterns discovered by some
of the algorithms were musically meaningful or not. To achieve this, a web application
named Mupadie † was built. Mupadie provides an environment to test the algorithms with
†

The name Mupadie comes from musical pattern discovery evaluation.
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different pieces of music, while allowing adjustments of the different parameters of the
algorithms. This application allows the user to upload MIDI music files, which are then
analysed using the algorithms and settings chosen by the user, finally providing the results
in a visualised form. Two algorithms were implemented in Mupadie: the well-established
veteran of musical pattern discovery, SIATEC (Meredith et al., 2002), and a more recently
introduced transposition and time-warp invariant algorithm (Laaksonen and Lemström,
2019), abbreviated to TTWIA in this thesis. In order to make the application useful for
other algorithms as well, it was made possible to upload the output of any algorithm as
a JSON object to Mupadie, enabling the application to visualise any sets of patterns as
long as a specified structure for the data is followed. Both an up and running version of
Mupadie and its source code can be found on the Internet: at the time of publication,
the application is hosted at https://mupadie.herokuapp.com/ and the source code is
available at https://github.com/MWargelin/mupadie.
Using Mupadie, an evaluation of the output of the two implemented algorithms, SIATEC
and TTWIA, was conducted. Mupadie was found to be a useful tool in qualitative evaluation of these musical pattern discovery algorithms. In the evaluation, some issues of
the outputs already discovered in previous literature were confirmed, as well as some new
issues were found.
The following Chapter 2 gives a short explanation of some musical terms used in this
thesis, as well as an overview of previous research on musical pattern discovery algorithms,
their evaluation and previous attempts of visualising the algorithm output. Chapter 3
describes the features and some technical details of Mupadie. The results of the algorithm
evaluation, made by leveraging the visualisation capabilities of Mupadie, are documented
in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 concludes this thesis by discussing the application, algorithm
evaluation results and possibilities of future research.

2 Background
The following sections give an overview of previous research on musical pattern discovery. First however, Section 2.1 gives a brief explanation of some musical terms used in
this thesis to help readers less familiar with the musical glossary understand the musical
concepts mentioned in this thesis. Section 2.2 describes some musical pattern discovery
algorithms and their general approaches to solve the problem. This is followed by Section
2.3 examining how the output these algorithms produce has been evaluated in the past,
concluding with Section 2.4 on the previous approaches of visualising the musical pattern
discovery algorithm output.

2.1

Musical terms

The pitch of a note tells how high or low the sound is. In western tradition the name of
a pitch can be C, D, E, F, G, A, or B. Values in between these are indicated by calling
the notes sharp (represented with symbol ]) or flat ([): C] is higher than C, yet lower
than D, while E[ is lower than E, but higher than D. It is also possible for a note to be
pitchless, if it is ambiguous how high or low the note exactly is – this can be the case with
for example some percussion instruments and symbals.
The pitch difference between two notes is called an interval. The names of the most
commonly used intervals are unison, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh and octave.
Sometimes in a song, a sequence of notes is transposed: this means that the intervals
between consecutive notes are left as they are, but the sequence starts at a different pitch,
making the whole sequence sound some interval higher or lower.
The key of a song is a certain group of pitches that form the basis of a song – the key
represents pitches the song gravitates towards and which pitches are mostly avoided.
For practical reasons the value used for pitch in this thesis is often MIDI note number, as
this is the pitch value used in MIDI music files. It could be described as giving a distinct
integer value between 0 and 127 for each key of a piano with 128 keys, starting from 0
with the lowest key and ending with 127 for the highest. The C note in the middle of a
piano, colloquially called as ”middle C”, has the MIDI note number 60.
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Another way to represent pitch that is briefly discussed is morphetic pitch. When using
morphetic pitch, the pitch value is given according to the note name, effectively equalising
natural, sharp and flat versions of a note to the same value. For example, using morphetic
pitch, G, G], and G[ would have the same value. Therefore the morphetic pitch of a note
depends on how it has been written in the sheet music: C] and D[ would have different
morphetic pitch values, even though they, in most systems, are considered to share the
same pitch. Morphetic pitches are sometimes used in musical pattern discovery to enhance
the discovery results.
The length of notes are given as multiples or fractions of a whole note. Other note length
values used in this thesis are half note, quarter note and eighth note, the lengths of which
are half, quarter and eighth of the length of a whole note, respectively. The absolute length
of a whole note may differ from song to song, depending on the tempo, which dictates how
fast or slow the music is played. Another temporal term is bar: a bar is a short segment
of a song that, most commonly in western tradition (and in all examples of this thesis), is
the length of one whole note, but can contain multiple notes.
Two words to describe certain musical textures are also used. Monophonic music refers to
music where a maximum of one note is played at any given time. Polyphonic music refers
to music where any number of notes can be played simultaneously.

2.2

Musical pattern discovery

The research of the problem of musical pattern discovery has spawned plenty of algorithms
attempting to find a solution for it. Using the taxonomy proposed by Janssen et al. (2014),
the different methods could be categorised into two main categories according to the kind
of approach taken: string-based methods using string algorithms to string representations of music, and geometric methods finding geometric shapes from multidimensional
representations of music.
Alongside string-based and geometric methods a third category could be added for other
methods that do not fall into these categories. Lately other approaches have been tried as
well in musical pattern discovery, such as wavelet analysis (Velarde et al., 2016), machine
learning (Pesek et al., 2017), and combining results of multiple musical pattern discovery algorithms (Ren, Volk, et al., 2020), amongst others. These methods use varying
representations of music as inputs, including multidimensional representations similar to
geometric methods in the case of Pesek et al. (2017), but the taken approaches to process
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the input are fundamentally different from string-based and geometric methods. Further
descriptions of the other methods are omitted here as diving deeper into them would take
a considerable amount of space, and they are not of much relevance to Mupadie which,
for now, only contains algorithms using geometric methods. String-based methods are explained in order to understand the history and reasons that led to the birth of geometric
methods.
The following Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 explain string-based and geometric methods. The
algorithms included in Mupadie, SIATEC and TTWIA, are described separately in Section
2.2.3 in more detail.

2.2.1

String-based methods

Especially early attempts of musical pattern discovery algorithms were based on string
representations of music, using string algorithms to discover the repetitions. String representations of music can be categorised into two groups: event strings and interval strings
(Meredith et al., 2002). In event strings, each symbol in the string represents a musical
event (e.g. symbols being pitch numbers or note names). In interval strings each symbol
represents the transformation required to get the next event of the music, for example the
pitch interval in relation to the previous note.
For example, using MIDI note number as the encoder for the event, and semicolon to
separate events from one another, an event string for a short melody found in Figure 2.1
could be ”60;62;60;59;60;”. The corresponding interval string using the MIDI note number
difference to the previous note as the transformation symbol would then be ”0;2;-2;-1;1;”.
The rhythm of the notes can be included using a similar strategy, for example by using a
number telling how many quarter notes long the note is, and coupling the pitch and rhythm
information of a note together. An event string of the melody with rhythm included could
then be ”60,3;62,1;60,1;59,1;60,2;”.

Figure 2.1: A musical example written in standard musical notation.

The general strategy is then to find identical subsequences of tokens from these string
representations of music to discover the musical patterns (Janssen et al., 2014). Event
strings, using the exact pitches of the notes, work well when the goal is to find occurrences
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of the same exact sequence of notes. However, by abstracting the exact pitches of notes
behind pitch interval changes, interval strings tend to work better for finding transposed
occurrences of patterns (Meredith et al., 2002).
The string-based methods generally work well with monophonic melodies, but have difficulties with polyphonic textures. While it is possible to use string-based algorithms to
discover patterns in polyphonic music (see for example Lemström and Tarhio (2000)), it
is complicated, and finding certain kind of patterns becomes practically impossible, especially patterns where there are extra notes that do not belong to the pattern in between
the notes (Meredith et al., 2002, p. 26). To answer the problems arising when using
polyphonic music as algorithm input, a multidimensional representation was introduced
(Meredith et al., 2002). However, certain kind of patterns can be found more efficiently
using string algorithms than by using the multidimensional approach (Meredith et al.,
2002, p. 26).

2.2.2

Geometric methods

To overcome some difficulties caused by string representations, especially difficulties with
processing polyphonic music, a geometric approach using multidimensional representation
of music was introduced by Meredith et al. (2002). In multidimensional representations,
the notes are represented as points in a multidimensional space. Often two dimensions are
enough – the onset time of a note as the first element of a datapoint and the pitch as the
second – which is also visualisable in an intuitive way on a two-dimensional graph where
notes are represented as points, position on the horizontal axis representing the note onset
time and position on the vertical axis representing the pitch. Figure 2.2 illustrates how
a multidimensional representation of a short melody (shown in standard musical notation
in Figure 2.1) might look like on a two-dimensional graph.
When music is represented in a multidimensional form, geometric methods then attempt
to find geometrical shapes from the data set that are similar to one another. A popular
strategy to discover the repetitions is to look for vectors that can translate a subset of
points in the data set in a way that all translated points result in other points that belong
to the data set. Figure 2.3 illustrates this.
Multidimensional representations of music are not restricted to only note onsets and
pitches. It is also possible to take other aspects of music into account, such as note
offset or timbre, and simply add them as additional dimensions to the data set. The
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Figure 2.2: The musical example in Figure 2.1 represented as a multidimensional data set. The musical
notes of the example can be transformed into the points (0, 60), (3, 62), (4, 60), (5, 59), (6, 60) and
visualised as a two-dimensional graph. The first element of a data point represents the onset time of a
note, (here quarter notes since the beginning of the piece), and the second element represents the pitch
(here MIDI note number).
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Figure 2.3: Here in this data set, points (0, 60), (3, 62), (4, 60), (5, 59) and (6, 60) are translatable by
vector (3, 5), demonstrated by the red arrows: translating each point with that vector results in another
point that belongs to the data set. Thus, the original points can be said to form a pattern that is repeated
elsewhere in the data set.

sought vectors then have additional dimension as well that is taken into consideration
when translating points.
An influential family of algorithms relying on the geometric approach on musical pattern
discovery is SIA (Meredith et al., 2002) and its descendants. SIATEC, one of these descendants, is explained in more detail in Section 2.2.3 that describes the algorithms included in
Mupadie. Also another geometric algorithm, TTWIA (Laaksonen and Lemström, 2019), is
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described in that section. As more information about the geometric methods are available
there, further details are omitted here in this section.

2.2.3

Algorithms included in Mupadie

There are two algorithms implemented in Mupadie, both representatives of the geometric
methods of musical pattern discovery: SIATEC (Meredith et al., 2002) and transposition
and time-warp invariant algorithm (Laaksonen and Lemström, 2019), abbreviated here as
TTWIA. Inner workings of both algorithms are explained in the following subsections.
SIATEC
SIATEC, and its building block SIA, are influential musical pattern discovery algorithms
presented by Meredith et al. (2002). With these algorithms, the multidimensional representation of music, as well as geometrical methods, were applied for musical pattern
discovery the first time. These ideas were later inherited by many algorithms (see for
example (Collins, Thurlow, et al., 2010; Collins, 2011; Forth, 2012; Collins, Arzt, et al.,
2013; Laaksonen and Lemström, 2019)). Due to its influentiality, SIATEC was decided to
be included in Mupadie.
As SIATEC builds heavily on SIA, an explanation of SIA is also given here. The function
of SIA is to find all non-empty MTPs (maximally translatable patterns) of a musical piece:
this means the maximally large set of points in a multidimensional data set, that can be
translated by a translation vector, so that each translated point results in another point
in the data set. SIA looks for each possible translation vector of a piece, and proceeds to
find the MTPs for those vectors. SIATEC extends on the groundwork laid by SIA, finding
each occurrence of each MTP – SIA only confirms that a pattern is repeated at least once,
but SIATEC can find all occurrences of that pattern.

Figure 2.4: A musical example written in standard musical notation.

The first step of SIA is to sort the multidimensional data set used as input. After that, a
vector table is computed: in the table all translation vectors from each data point to all
of the data points larger than the origin point are included, the from point as the column
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Figure 2.5: The musical example in Figure 2.4 represented as point set (0, 72), (1, 74), (2, 67), (2, 72),
(3, 69), (4, 67), visualised as a two-dimensional graph above.

header and the to point as the row header. A pointer to the from point is saved with
each translation vector to help us in a later phase of the algorithm. Table 2.1 illustrates
how such vector table could look like, using the multidimensional representation (shown
in Figure 2.5) of the musical excerpt in Figure 2.4 as the input.
from
(0, 72)

to

(1, 74) (2, 67)

(2, 72) (3, 69)

(4, 67)

(0, 72)

-

-

-

-

-

-

(1, 74)

(1, 2)

-

-

-

-

-

(2, 67)

(2, -5)

(1, -7)

-

-

-

-

(2, 72)

(2, 0)

(1, -2)

(0, 5)

-

-

-

(3, 69)

(3, -3)

(2, -5)

(1, 2)

(1, -3)

-

-

(4, 67)

(4, -5)

(3, -7)

(2, 0)

(2, -5)

(1, -2)

-

Table 2.1: Vector table computed by SIA for the input in Figure 2.5. Only vectors to notes coming after
a note are computed, resulting to a table with values only below the leading diagonal. Along with each
translation vector, a pointer to its from note is saved for a later phase in the algorithm.

Once the vector table is computed, the found translation vectors (along with pointers to
the notes where they originate from) are put in a list and sorted, placing equal translation
vectors and their origin points next to each other. By iterating through this list, separating
the origin points that are translatable by the same vector into groups, we have the complete
list of MTPs in the musical piece. Table 2.2 further elaborates the final phase of the
algorithm.
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translation vector

origin point

(0, 5)

(2, 67)

(1, -7)

(1, 74)

(1, -3)

(2, 72)

(1, -2)

(1, 74)

(1, -2)

(3, 69)

(1, 2)

(0, 72)

(1, 2)

(2, 67)

(2, -5)

(0, 72)

(2, -5)

(1, 74)

(2, -5)

(2, 72)

(2, 0)

(0, 72)

(2, 0)

(2, 67)

(3, -7)

(1, 74)

(3, -3)

(0, 72)

(4, -5)

(0, 72)

Table 2.2: Translation vectors from Table 2.1 sorted into increasing order. As pointers to the origin
points were stored with the translation vectors, we now get groups of points that are translatable using
the same vector. These groups, found in this table in the ”origin point” column separated by horizontal
lines, are the MTPs of this data set, that is, the patterns SIA expects to be important for the musical
piece.

For SIATEC to find all occurrences of each MTP, some modifications to SIA has to be
made. SIATEC starts similarly to SIA, by sorting the data set and computing a vector
table, but now the entire vector table is filled, or in other words, vectors from each point
to all points in the data set are computed. Then, MTPs are found with SIA using only
vectors below the leading diagonal of the vector table, as usual.
The columns of the vector table tell all the ways the origin point can be translated to
give another point in the data set. When we want to find all the occurrences of an MTP,
we can look for all the columns of the points in the MTP, and look for the vectors that
can be found in each of those columns. Once we have the common translation vectors
for all of the points in the MTP, we can also construct all the occurrences of the MTP
by translating all points with the common vectors. Table 2.3 illustrates the vector table
computed by SIATEC and how to find the common translation vectors from it.
In the paper that introduced these algorithms Meredith et al. (2002) discuss that while im-
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from

to

(0, 72)

(1, 74)

(2, 67)

(2, 72)

(3, 69)

(4, 67)

(0, 72)

(0, 0)

(-1, -2)

(-2, 5)

(-2, 0)

(-3, 3)

(-4, 5)

(1, 74)

(1, 2)

(0, 0)

(-1, 7)

(-1, 2)

(-2, 5)

(-3, 7)

(2, 67)

(2, -5)

(1, -7)

(0, 0)

(0, -5)

(-1, -2)

(-2, 0)

(2, 72)

(2, 0)

(1, -2)

(0, 5)

(0, 0)

(-1, 3)

(-2, 5)

(3, 69)

(3, -3)

(2, -5)

(1, 2)

(1, -3)

(0, 0)

(-1, 2)

(4, 67)

(4, -5)

(3, -7)

(2, 0)

(2, -5)

(1, -2)

(0, 0)

Table 2.3: Vector table computed by SIATEC for the input in Figure 2.5. Knowing that the points (0,
72) and (2, 67) form an MTP (see Table 2.2), we can find all of its occurrences by looking for common
translation vectors of the points. All vectors that a point can be translated by can be found under the
point’s column (translation vectors of points in this example are colored with gray). The vectors that are
common to both columns, (0, 0), (1, 2) and (2, 0), are bolded. Therefore, there are three occurrences of
the MTP in this input: we can find all the occurrences of the MTP by translating the original points of
the MTP by these vectors.

portant patterns in music tend to be MTPs and therefore discovered by SIA and SIATEC,
it also discovers many perceptually insignificant patterns, and different algorithms are
needed to isolate the interesting patterns from the output. Furthermore, because of the
variety of the types of repetitions the algorithm discovers, no single algorithm will suffice,
but different algorithms are needed to isolate different types of interesting patterns. In
addition to its influentiality, another reason to include SIATEC to Mupadie was to gain
understanding what kind of insignificant patterns are produced by SIATEC: understanding
that could enable coming up with means to filter those patterns out of the output.
A transposition and time-warp invariant algorithm (TTWIA)
In addition to SIATEC, a transposition and time-warp invariant algorithm (Laaksonen
and Lemström, 2019) was included in Mupadie. No specific name was given to this algorithm when it was introduced, apart from the description ”a transposition and time-warp
invariant algorithm” given in the article title – to make discussing it less cumbersome, the
abbreviation TTWIA is used throughout this thesis.
The speciality of TTWIA is that it allows distortion in the note onset dimension: two
sequences of notes can be regarded as instances of the same pattern even if the note
onsets are different, as long as the pitch intervals of the consecutive notes match on both
instances. The benefit of allowing note onset distortion when finding patterns is that the
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algorithm can find patterns where the different instances variate the rhythm, as well as
patterns from sources where the note onsets might not be absolutely exact, such as live
performance data.
The algorithm finds for each note pair in the input the longest repeating pattern, where
the last note pair is that pair, tolerating the aforementioned distortion in note onsets. It
can also be implemented with a window parameter that determines the maximum onset
difference between consecutive notes.
The algorithm starts with sorting the data set, and relabeling the the note onsets to be
integers from 1 to n, where n is the number of points in the data set. After this is done, a
list of all pairs of notes in the data set is created, that is, a list that contains all possible
combinations of two points from the data set.
When the list of pairs of notes is ready, the list is sorted according to the pitch interval
of the pair to get all pairs with the same interval next to each other in the list. Iterating
through this list, the pairs are put in separate groups according to the interval between
the notes in the paris.
If deemed to be part of a pattern, the first note in the pairs is going to be part of one
instance of the pattern and the second note of the pair will be part of the other instance.
Because the interval between the notes of instances should be constant, this means, that
by having grouped the pairs according to the intervals we now have the pools of notes
where the potential patterns lie. The patterns can be found out by reducing the problem
to the longest increasing subsequence problem.
The task is now to find within those groups for each note pair (xi , yi ) the longest sequence
of pairs, where the last pair is (xi , yi ) and the note onsets are strictly increasing in the
sequence. To support a window parameter w, where the subsequent note onsets on a
pattern can only differ by w, this window has to be taken into account when finding out
the longest subsequences. There are many ways to solve the longest increasing subsequence
problem: Laaksonen and Lemström (2019) suggest using a segment tree for an efficient
solution, that can also support the window parameter by using two of such trees.
While the inner logic of this algorithm is quite different to SIA, the outputs are fairly
similar: TTWIA also finds only two instances of each pattern, which is not necessarily
all of them. Both also scope the number of discovered patterns by looking for the longest
translatable patterns in the data set. However, the algorithms look for slightly differently
defined ”longest” patterns: SIA finds the longest pattern for each possible translation
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vector, while the time-warp invariant algorithm finds for each note pair the longest pattern
that ends in that pair. When compared to SIATEC, TTWIA does not have a similar ability
to find all instances of the pattern: TTWIA only finds two instances of a pattern, and the
possible presence of additional instances is not investigated.
TTWIA was implemented in Mupadie to include a more presently introduced counterpart
to SIATEC, that also might give fairly differing results compared to it. To save time in the
development phase, it was implemented using a simpler but slower solution to the longest
increasing subsequence problem than the suggested segment trees. However, this should
not affect the output the algorithm produces.

2.3

Evaluating the quality of discovered musical patterns

Some research has also been devoted to evaluate the quality of discovered musical patterns. A big contributor for musical pattern discovery algorithms evaluation, as well as for
evaluation of many other music information retrieval problems, has been the communitydriven platform MIREX (Music Information Retrieval Evaluation eXchange). A selection
of evaluation campaigns on different tasks related to music information retrieval are hosted
annually at MIREX as an attempt to raise the bar of music information retrieval by comparing algorithms that are submitted for the tasks against each other. Appropriate data
sets and evaluation methods are provided according to each task. For an overview of the
first 10 years of MIREX, see Downie et al. (2014).
During the years 2013–2017, also a task regarding musical pattern discovery was run.
In the 2017 challenge, 9 algorithms for musical pattern discovery, submitted either in
that or the previous years, was evaluated (MIREX Wiki – 2017:Discovery of Repeated
Themes & Sections Results 2017). In the evaluation process, patterns found by algorithms
were compared to ground truth data, which was based on expert analyses gathered from
different sources. Scores were announced using several metrics, such as different versions
of precision, recall and F1 scores, defined for example to take both strictly exact and
approximate matches into account (MIREX Wiki – 2017:Discovery of Repeated Themes
& Sections 2017). The ground work made in MIREX has trickled to other research as well:
the algorithms submitted to MIREX have sometimes been used also outside the MIREX
framework as a sort of representative group of state-of-the-art algorithms to test novel
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findings with (see for example Melkonian et al. (2019) and Ren, Volk, et al. (2020)).
Some other systematic attempts at evaluating musical pattern discovery algorithms has
been made as well. Ren, Volk, et al. (2020) has presented two ways to evaluate algorithms:
comparative classification and use of synthetic data. In comparative classification, patterns
extracted by humans and algorithms as well as random samples of the musical pieces in
question were examined. When musical features were calculated out of all these patterns,
it turned out that it was possible to train a random forest classifier that used those features to fairly accurately categorise patterns to the groups of human-annotated patterns,
algorithmically extracted patterns and random samples, meaning that the algorithmically
extracted patterns do not resemble human-annotated patterns enough to be indistinguishable from them. Analysing the importance of the different musical features the classifier
used in its classification task, rhythmic features were deemed most important, implying
that musical pattern discovery algorithms should take more rhythmic and metric features
into consideration if they want to produce similar results to human annotations.
The other contribution by Ren, Volk, et al. (2020) was that synthetic data with predetermined patterns, as well as sections with random data, was created and 9 algorithms
(mostly algorithms submitted to the MIREX task) were run with the data. The benefits
of synthetic data was that it was known exactly where the patterns were supposed to
be. It was found that sometimes the algorithms found the patterns as expected, while
sometimes very unexpected patterns were found. Nevertheless, synthetic data was found
to be a useful, simple and controlled way to evaluate the algorithms.
Apart from MIREX or papers using the ideas of MIREX, evaluation of the algorithms
seems to be mainly given as running time experiments, while the evaluation of the quality
or musical meaningfulness of the patterns is sometimes overlooked. A major reason for
this is probably that the absence of a well defined method for evaluating the quality of
patterns makes arguing about the quality difficult (Janssen et al., 2014). The ambiguity of
defining the important patterns for a piece of music is also often noted in musical pattern
discovery research, as it is not clear for human analysts what those would be (Ren, Nieto,
et al., 2018).
As the basic definition of a pattern is so ambiguous, also producing data sets with annotated ground truth patterns has been difficult. Lack and ambiguity of ground truth
data has further hindered the evaluation of musical pattern discovery algorithms. Fortunately there are some data sets with pattern annotations available such as the MTC-ANN
containing Dutch folk songs (Van Kranenburg, Janssen, et al., 2016), JKU-PDD used in
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the MIREX challenge (MIREX Wiki – 2017:Discovery of Repeated Themes & Sections
2017) and HEMAN containing classical music excerpts annotated by several music students (Ren, Nieto, et al., 2018). These data sets have also been used in musical pattern
discovery evaluation (see for example Van Kranenburg and Conklin (2016), Melkonian
et al. (2019), and Ren, Volk, et al. (2020)). An obvious problem with the data sets is that
only the unexpected pair of classical music and Dutch folk music is represented, and the
glaring gaps of data sets with other genres such as pop, rock or jazz, let alone music from
outside the western musical traditions, are waiting to be filled. However, producing any
big enough data set with annotated ground truth patterns is both very time consuming
and ultimately will not result in an entirely satisfying result as the definition of pattern is
so elusive.
While systematic methods for pattern quality evaluation have largely been missing, the
need for refining the found patterns has been noted and some algorithms have been developed to improve the quality of discovered patterns. Often these algorithms use SIA
or SIATEC as a basis for discovering the patterns, and then filter or modify the output
in different ways. One example of these is SIACT, that attempts to solve ”the problem of isolated membership” by applying ”compactness trawling” to SIA: SIACT trawls
through each pattern found by SIA, detecting and removing notes that are temporally isolated from the rest of the notes and therefore probably not musically meaningful for that
pattern (Collins, 2011). Another algorithm, SIARCT-CFP (Collins, Arzt, et al., 2013),
continues from that, applying also other methods with the compactness trawler, such as
categorising similar patterns together.
In a literature survey about the state of research in musical pattern discovery (Janssen
et al., 2014), also evaluation of algorithms was assessed. Some studies have used quantitative methods, that is, counted the number of agreements between algorithm output
and patterns picked by human analysts. Several methods have been used, both strict and
methods allowing partial matches, but a unified and widely agreed method is missing. Also
qualitative methods have been used, meaning simply going through the found patterns,
trying to get a richer understanding than a simple boolean answer representing whether
the pattern found by an algorithm was one also found in human analyst patterns. Combination and tighter integration of both qualitative and quantitative methods was seen as a
desirable goal for musical algorithm evaluation in general. Mupadie aims to provide a tool
for the qualitative side of evaluation: by visualising the patterns it gives a comprehensible
result, that is easier for a human to quickly understand and evaluate than a list of note
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onset–pitch pairs.

2.4

Visualisation of musical pattern discovery results

Visualising musical pattern discovery results has also got some attention from the research community. One attempt to visualise musical pattern discovery algorithm results
is VExPat (Satana et al., 2003). VExPat is a music analysis tool with a graphical user
interface – a screenshot of the user interface, provided by Satana et al. (2003), can be seen
in Figure 2.6. VexPat uses a MusicXML file as input, runs a musical pattern discovery
algorithm on that data, and finally visualises the music and found patterns in standard
musical notation. Aside from visualisation, the application also has other useful features,
such as ability to play the music and patterns out loud. VexPat was built and designed
musicologists in mind and intended to help with music analysis, rather than to evaluate
the algorithm results itself. While the features VExPat provides seem promising to also
help with evaluating the quality of pattern discovery algorithm results, the application
does not seem to be easily extendable to host other algorithm output than FlExPat, that
is the only algorithm implemented in VexPat (for more information about FlExPat, see
Rolland (2001)). Unfortunately, the project also seems abandoned: the source code can
not be found from the link provided in the paper, making the application unavailable, and
it seems that any follow-ups for the paper have not been published.
One proposition to visualise musical pattern discovery results is schemagram (Chen and
Su, 2018). In a schemagram the patterns of a piece of music are visualised in a twodimensional graph as horizontal bars. The length and position of the bar on the horizontal
axis represent the time span of the pattern, and position on the vertical axis represents
the number of notes in the pattern. Different patterns are encoded in different colours,
all instances of the same pattern sharing the same colour. Each bar represents an entire
pattern, that is, a single bar represents a set of notes: the actual shape of a pattern can not
be inferred from the schemagram, but has to be presented with supportive visualisations.
The schemagram presented by Chen and Su (2018) is shown in Figure 2.7, and example
of what one bar in a schemagram might hold is shown in Figure 2.8. Alongside the
schemagram also an unnamed visualisation was presented, where a dimension reduction
method was applied to the schemagram, further elaborating the similarity or dissimilarity
of different patterns. When applied to Beethoven’s Piano Sonata No. 1, Op. 2-1, Mvt. 1,
the schemagram was found to be a helpful tool for interpreting the musical structure of
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Figure 2.6: Screenshot of VexPat user interface. Picture taken by Satana et al. (2003).

the piece.
One visualisation, used to visualise what patterns musical pattern discovery algorithms
found on synthetic data (Ren, Volk, et al., 2020), turned out to be very influential to
Mupadie. The visualisation shows notes as points on a two-dimensional graph, position of
a point on horizontal axis representing note onset and position on vertical axis representing
pitch. Patterns are color-coded and notes belonging to the same pattern instance are
connected with a line. Practically identical design choices were made in the pattern
visualisation of Mupadie. An example of this visualisation by Ren, Volk, et al. (2020) is
shown in Figure 2.9.
Other sporadic visualisations of the musical pattern discovery algorithm results have been
presented in some papers (see for example Ren, Koops, et al. (2017) and Ren, Volk, et al.
(2020)), but they seem to be custom-made for the precise results of the research setting
and data set. There seems to be no earlier dynamic visualisations, at least any that are
easily available, that visualise the pattern discovery results for an arbitrary piece of music.
In this sense, Mupadie seems to be the first attempt to fill this particular need.
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Figure 2.7: A schemagram presented by Chen and Su (2018), visualising Beethoven’s Piano Sonata No.
1, Op. 2-1, Mvt. 1. Each horizontal bar represents a pattern, where position on horizontal axis represents
the beginning and ending time of the pattern in relation to the whole piece, and position on vertical axis
represents the number of notes in the pattern. It does not show what kind of notes the patterns contain:
each horizontal bar expands to a set of notes, like an example pattern shown in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: One example of a pattern from the schemagram shown in Figure 2.7. Each horizontal bar in
the schemagram represents a set of notes: the teal colored bars of the schemagram in Figure 2.7 represent
the set of notes presented above, where position on the vertical axis represents pitch of a note and position
on horizontal axis represents onset and offset time of a note.
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Figure 2.9: A visualisation by Ren, Volk, et al. (2020), visualising patterns the SIARCT algorithm has
found from synthetic music data.

3 Mupadie

Figure 3.1: An example screenshot of Mupadie. Two algorithms have been run using the song Twinkle
Twinkle Little Star as input; one discovered pattern has been toggled on for further examination.

The main contribution of this thesis is Mupadie, a web application capable of dynamically
visualising the results different musical pattern discovery algorithms produce, using any
MIDI file as input. The purpose of the application is to be a tool to help with qualitative
evaluation of musical pattern discovery algorithm output by providing a comprehensible
representation of the discovered patterns that can be understood with a quick glance. The
way Mupadie attempts to achieve this is through an intuitive and interactive visualisation.
The name Mupadie reflects the overall goal of the application: the name comes from the
words musical pattern discovery evaluation. An example screenshot of the application is
shown in Figure 3.1.
First, Section 3.1 describes the user interface and features of Mupadie, followed by Section
3.2 describing the elements of the visualisation. Lastly, Section 3.3 explains some technical
details of the application.
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3.1

User interface and features

In this section, some features of the application and user interface elements are explained:
uploading of files in Section 3.1.1 and the possibility to change algorithm settings in Section
3.1.2. While the visualisation could be considered as a feature of the user interface, due
to its importance the visualisation is described in a devoted Section 3.2.

3.1.1

File upload

The user can upload any piece of music in the MIDI file format to Mupadie to be used
as input for the algorithms. There are no limitations on the musical content, such as
that the music could not be polyphonic. Because the implemented algorithms are quite
resource intensive, the input is limited to 150 notes to avoid crashing and long computation
times, but this is done automatically and the uploaded file can have more notes than that.
Unfortunately, this limit is quite restrictive and prevents examining most songs in full.
In order to serve also algorithms that are not implemented in Mupadie, it is also possible to
upload the output of any algorithm as a JSON object file. The detailed instructions of the
data structure are provided in Appendix A, which is a copy of the instructions available in
Mupadie. Allowing JSON uploads enables users to use their own implementation of any
algorithm with the fairly small cost of having to write the code to transform the output into
the same format Mupadie uses. Uploading results as JSON also allows using Mupadie as a
guiding tool in the design phase of an algorithm: an algorithm developer can transform the
output of their unfinished algorithm according to the JSON data structure Mupadie uses,
visualising the output, possibly finding ways to refine and adjust the algorithm already
in the design phase if weak links are spotted. Furthermore, if the user wants to compare
some algorithm output against patterns picked up by human analysts, it is also possible
to put these data sets into the same JSON file and compare the results.
As there is much less computation involved when a JSON file is uploaded, the limit of 150
notes does not apply to JSON files.

3.1.2

Algorithm settings

When a MIDI file is uploaded, the user can make some decisions about the algorithm
execution. This part is skipped if a JSON file is uploaded, as these decisions have been
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made already when producing the JSON file.
The different instruments used in a song are usually separated to different tracks in MIDI
files. Mupadie lets the user to select which of these tracks they want to be included
when running the algorithms. This is especially useful in the case of drum tracks or other
pitchless instruments, as then the MIDI note number is a somewhat random number
based on a common convention rather than a representation of the pitch of the sound, and
including these tracks could interfere with the results. Selecting tracks lets the user also
for example single out a track, if the user is interested to see the patterns of the tracks
individually.

Figure 3.2: Screenshot of the form in Mupadie used to select tracks, algorithms and the algorithm
parameters. Drums have been selected not to be included in the computation. The cursor is hovering
over the info tag of TTWIA, giving the user a short explanation what to expect from this algorithm.
More algorithms can be added by selecting the wanted algorithm in the dropdown box and pressing the
button with the plus sign.

In addition to track selection, the user can select which algorithms to run. The two
algorithms available in Mupadie, SIATEC and TTWIA, are explained in detail in Section
2.2.3. Also parameters for the algorithms, such as minimum pattern length, can be set.
Many instances of any algorithm can be added: this enables comparing the results of
different algorithms side by side, as well as results of the same algorithm with different
parameter settings. When choosing the algorithms, small info tags with tooltip boxes are
shown to give short explanation of each algorithm and parameter. Figure 3.2 shows the
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form used to set these settings.

3.2

Visualisation

The centerpiece of Mupadie is the visualisation of the output of the algorithms. The goal
of the visualisation is to provide an intuitively comprehensible presentation of the patterns,
enhanced with some interactive elements. Apart from the interactivity, the design of the
visualisation ended up being very similar to visualisation used in a paper where patterns
discovered from synthetic data were illustrated (Ren, Volk, et al., 2020).
In this section, the different components of the visualisation are described: how the notes
of the original input song are visualised in Section 3.2.1, how the discovered patterns are
visualised in Section 3.2.2, and what kind of interactive elements the visualisation has in
Section 3.2.3.

3.2.1

Notes of the input music

The notes of the music used as input are visualised as points in a two-dimensional graph, as
has been the tradition in papers presenting geometric musical pattern discovery algorithms.
The point’s position on the horizontal axis represents the note onset, and position on the
vertical axis represents the pitch of a note. The unit of pitch is MIDI note number. The
unit of note onsets in Mupadie is complicated due to the way how length of notes is
encoded in MIDI files. While the Mido library used to parse the MIDI files provides note
lengths in the less complicated unit of seconds, it is a float value and leads into small
imprecisions in the note onsets that some algorithms, such as SIATEC, cannot tolerate.
In order to have an integer value as the note onsets unit, other measures had to be used.
In MIDI files, the length of a note is given in ticks: the length of a tick is set as number
of ticks per quarter note in one of the file’s meta messages, and this value is constant
throughout a file, although it may change between different files. Furthermore, the tempo
in a MIDI file is set as length of a quarter note in microseconds. The ticks per quarter
note value does not change if the tempo changes during a song, meaning that ticks alone
were not good enough unit for note onsets, as they do not take changes in tempo into
account. To represent tempo changes correctly, the unit of note onsets in Mupadie is set
as note onset in ticks multiplied by the length of a quarter note in microseconds. This
formula leads into, admittedly, absurdly large and non-intuitive note onsets. However, the
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complicated logic of note onsets should not have any effect to the output of the algorithms,
since the inner logic of the note onsets is solid and relative note onsets between the notes
are left intact.
Using these units, notes are placed on a two-dimensional graph as small points. Figure
3.3 shows how the notes of a song are visualised in Mupadie.

Figure 3.3: A screenshot of Mupadie visualising the intro of Stairway to Heaven by Led Zeppelin, played
on solo guitar.

3.2.2

Patterns

Discovered patterns are drawn as buttons with the pattern pictured on them as points,
similarly to the notes of the input music. If multiple algorithms are run, the pattern
buttons are grouped under their own heading according to the algorithm that discovered
them. Patterns can be toggled on and off by pressing the pattern buttons: when on, the
points associated with the pattern are coloured with a distinctive colour, and notes of
each instance of the pattern are connected with a line, coloured with the same colour. To
ease association, the button is also coloured with the same colour when toggled on. When
button is toggled off, the pattern instances disappear and the notes as well as the button
return to their original state. Many patterns discovered by any of the selected algorithms
can be on at the same time, or none at all. Figure 3.4 shows how patterns are visualised
in Mupadie.
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Figure 3.4: A pattern discovered by SIATEC, as visualised by Mupadie, using the same point set as
in Figure 3.3. The button for pattern number 19 has been clicked, making the pattern appear in the
visualisation.

3.2.3

Interactive elements

Some interactive elements were added to Mupadie to make the visualisation more engaging
and easier to comprehend. Aforementioned feature of the possibility to toggle patterns on
and off is one example of these interactive elements.

Figure 3.5: A screenshot of highlighted pattern instance in Mupadie. When the cursor is moved over a
pattern instance, it is presented differently to distinguish different instances of a pattern more easily.

Sometimes the instances of a discovered pattern overlap in a way that it is hard to see
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where one instance ends and another one starts. To alleviate this problem, a pattern
instance is highlighted with darker shade of colour and larger points and lines when the
cursor is moved over the pattern instance. Figure 3.5 illustrates this.

3.3

Technical details

When a MIDI file is uploaded to Mupadie, it is processed in the back end that is built using
Python web framework Flask. The uploaded song is transformed into a two-dimensional
point set representation, using Python library Mido to help with reading the MIDI messages. This point set is given to the algorithms, implemented purely with Python. When
the musical pattern discovery algorithms have finished their computation, the results are
bundled up with the point set representation of the song to a JSON object and sent back
to the front end: the browser is responsible of creating the visualisation, using code written with JavaScript and the D3 visualisation library (for more information about D3, see
Bostock et al. (2011)). When a JSON file is uploaded, the journey is simpler: when the
file is uploaded, the back end detects that it is a JSON file, and it is sent straight back to
the browser to be visualised. Figure 3.6 depicts this process of turning the uploaded file
into a visualisation.
To save time in the development phase, the algorithms were not implemented optimally
regarding neither computation time nor memory usage. Therefore Mupadie should not be
used to compare the computation efficiency of the algorithms. However, tests were written
for the algorithm implementations using the Python testing library Pytest to ensure that
the algorithms worked as intended.
At the time of writing, a running version of Mupadie is deployed at https://mupadie.
herokuapp.com using cloud platform Heroku. The source code of Mupadie is also available
at Github at https://github.com/MWargelin/mupadie, licenced with the MIT Licence.
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Figure 3.6: A flowchart illustrating how a file uploaded by the user is processed. Black squares represent
steps of the processing, while pink diamonds represent the output of the previous step, used as input for
the next one. Inside parentheses is the coding language, and after a comma a possible coding library that
were used to build the functionality for that step. Arrow from point set representation to combining step
is gray and dashed to highlight the fact that the algorithm computation can not be skipped, but the point
set is needed as an input also to the combining step.

4 Algorithm output evaluation
Using Mupadie, an evaluation of the output of both of the implemented algorithms,
SIATEC and TTWIA, was conducted. Section 4.1 describes the method used to evaluate the output, followed by Section 4.2 listing the results of the evaluation.

4.1

Method

To ensure a fair evaluation process, an evaluation method was defined – there seems to
be no unified method of evaluation designed for musical pattern discovery (Janssen et
al., 2014, p. 291), so one had to be created for the purposes of this thesis. Due to the
qualitative nature of the kind of evaluation Mupadie is suited for, and novelty of this kind
of musical pattern discovery algorithm output evaluation, the evaluation was focusing on
exploration rather than confined to a highly systematised process.
To keep the evaluation process simple and number of patterns manageable, one verse of the
short and monophonic melody of Twinkle Twinkle Little Star, also known as the melody
of The Alphabet Song, was given as input for both SIATEC and TTWIA. A monophonic
melody was chosen to keep the input as simple as possible, even if this meant that the
algorithms’ ability to process polyphonic music would not be utilised. However, due to
the large amount of patterns the algorithms discovered, going manually through each of
them was not feasible even for this single short song. Therefore not all patterns discovered
by the algorithms could be thoroughly investigated.
To regulate the number of discovered patterns, both algorithms were run with minimum
pattern length set to two, filtering out unnecessary one-note patterns. The amount of one
note long patterns was calculated, however, and is discussed in Section 4.2. After reducing
the number of patterns by specifying minimum length of a pattern, SIATEC returned 203
patterns, while TTWIA returned between 523 and 1527 patterns, depending on what value
was set for the window size. SIATEC patterns were investigated in their entirety, but this
was not possible for TTWIA because of the amount of patterns and need to evaluate the
algorithm with different window sizes. To overcome that, 50 randomly selected patterns
were investigated in detail for each of four different window sizes: unrestricted, 1, 2 and
3. Remaining patterns were skimmed through less attentively. Sampling 200 patterns in
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total from TTWIA output ensured that similar amount of attention was given to both
algorithms.
Three patterns of Twinkle Twinkle Little Star were considered as valid patterns in the
evaluation. These patterns represented the ideal output of an optimal musical pattern
discovery algorithm, and it was not necessarily expected that the algorithms would discover
the patterns. The patterns are presented in Figure 4.1. Pattern A appears first time in
the first two bars of the song, and is also repeated identically in the last two bars of the
song. First instance of pattern B is the second bar of the song: this descending line is
repeated also in bars 3, 4 and 6, sometimes transposed and pitches adjusted to still fit the
key of the song after transposing. Pattern C is the pattern of repeating the same pitch
twice as two eighth notes: this pattern is repeated many times, first time already in the
first two notes of the song.

Figure 4.1: The three patterns A, B and C and all of their instances of Twinkle Twinkle Little Star that
were considered as valid patterns in the evaluation.

What can be considered as a valid pattern for a particular song is up for interpretation
and can change according to the person who does the analysis (Ren, Nieto, et al., 2018).
These patterns should therefore be considered as subjective rather than objective truth.
The subjectivity of these decisions shows especially in the patterns that did not quite
make the cut. The song contains some recurring structures that would not be out of place
in the collection of valid patterns: for example, also the first bar of the song (first half
of pattern A) could be considered as a pattern, but this was left out because it is always
followed by the same descending phrase in the song, and was deemed to be better defined
as pattern A with the descending phrase included. Also the last three notes of the first
bar could be seen as a pattern that is repeated in the last three notes of each bar (two
eighth notes with the same pitch followed by a quarter note a second lower), but was left
out as not musically significant enough for the song. It could also be argued that there
exists a somewhat abstract, purely rhythmical pattern: each bar consists of 6 eighth notes
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and a quarter note, even though the pitches of the notes may vary. This rhythmic shape
could be considered as an important pattern that creates cohesion within the song.
Keeping the subjectivity of these patterns that were deemed valid in mind, the patterns
discovered by the algorithms were compared against these patterns A, B and C in order to
determine whether the discovered pattern could be considered as a good or bad discovery.
The evaluation process then consisted of observing the patterns the algorithms discovered,
trying to understand for what reasons a particular pattern was discovered and how it
relates to the valid patterns, and documenting interesting cases and trends.

4.2

Results

The following is a list of different observations, in no particular order, made when using
Mupadie to run both SIATEC and TTWIA with the song Twinkle Twinkle Little Star as
input. The focus was on trying to find systematically emerging issues in the patterns, and
coming up with ways to adjust the algorithms to find musically meaningful patterns more
accurately.
An apparent curse of both algorithms is the tendency to find sparse patterns, where the
notes are very far apart from one another: the discovered symmetry between the notes
is real, but has obviously happened by chance rather than out of the intention of the
composer, and is not something the listeners would perceive from the music. This tendency
was already discussed when SIATEC was presented, and using compactness of a pattern
was suggested as a measure of its significance (Meredith et al., 2002). In compact patterns
the ratio of the number of notes in the pattern against the number of all notes within the
range the pattern covers exceeds a certain threshold. These kinds of methods have also
been applied for example in the SIACT algorithm with promising results (Collins, 2011).
Unfortunately, these kinds of heuristics were not implemented in Mupadie, and their effect
could not be evaluated in this thesis. For TTWIA, the window parameter can be tuned
to mitigate the problem of sparse patterns, although when used in unrestricted mode, the
problem is pronounced, since the matching notes do not have to be in rhythm like they
have to be in SIATEC. Typical sparse patterns found by the algorithms are shown in
Figure 4.2.
Furthermore related to the sparsity problem, the ”isolated membership” problem identified already in previous literature (Collins, 2011) was also easy to see with Mupadie.
Isolated membership refers to a situation where a discovered pattern contains sporadic
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Figure 4.2: Typical long and sparse, musically insignificant patterns discovered by the algorithms. The
yellow pattern on the left is discovered by TTWIA with unrestricted window, while the blue pattern on
the right is discovered by SIATEC.

notes temporally isolated from other, compactly packed notes of the pattern. Potentially
these isolated notes can compromise an otherwise good discovery. An example of temporal
isolation can be seen in Figure 4.3. The aforementioned algorithm SIACT addresses this
problem by trawling through each pattern found by SIA, separating these isolated notes
as a pattern of their own (Collins, 2011). Previously the issue of isolated membership has
been noted with SIA and SIATEC – in this evaluation it could be seen that TTWIA makes
similar discoveries when the window parameter is set to a large number or unrestricted
mode, but regulating the window parameter can help with the problem.
However, eliminating sparse patterns does not solve everything – also compact musically
insignificant patterns exist. Figure 4.4 gives an examples of compact patterns without
musical importance discovered by both of the algorithms – in this case, the discovered
compact but musically insignificant patterns are awkward subsets of the valid patterns A
and B.
At times both of the algorithms discover patterns that are on the right track to find a
good pattern, but only find a subset of the notes of the whole pattern. One common
reason for this is that a pattern is transposed to be played starting from different pitch
than the first occurrence of the pattern, and subsequently some of the notes are altered
slightly to fit the key of the song, altering the intervals between the notes. Algorithms
then find only those notes of the melody where the intervals happen to be left intact
even after transposing the melody. One such discovery is presented in Figure 4.5. Using
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Figure 4.3: ”Temporal isolation” problem in a discovery by SIATEC: the discovered pattern has sporadic
notes temporally isolated from most of the notes in the pattern. Apart from the isolated notes the discovery
is close to the valid pattern B – preferring the isolated notes has prevented the algorithm to find other
instances of the pattern B in this case, because these isolated notes do not exist for all instances of the
pattern B.

Figure 4.4: Compact, but musically insignificant patterns discovered by SIATEC on the left figure and
TTWIA on the figure on right. The discovered patterns are awkward subsets of valid patterns A and B,
resulting in patterns that the listener would probably not consider as a patterns of their own.

morphetic pitches in the input was proposed to help with this problem already alongside
introducing SIATEC (Meredith et al., 2002), but it is probably not a cure-all solution. It
is also not instantly clear from MIDI data what the morphetic pitch of a note should be,
although pitch spelling algorithms such as ps13 (Meredith, 2006) can give very accurate
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estimations. Additionally to morphetic pitch, using the same methods TTWIA uses for
tolerating note onset distortion could probably also be applied to tolerate differences in
pitch, although not simultaneously with the time-warp tolerance.

Figure 4.5: Two discoveries, one by SIATEC on left and one by TTWIA on right. The discoveries are
in principle the valid pattern B, but they are obscured because some instances of the pattern are played
at a different pitch, and on these instances intervals between the notes have been slightly altered to fit
the notes to the key of the song.

One way to approach this problem could also be to take a look on the notes that do not
belong to the pattern, but whose onsets are within the range of the pattern instances. If
for all (or most) instances there consistently exists a note, that the instances skip, but
their onset or pitch values relative to the closest pattern notes only differ within some
threshold, that note could be included in the pattern. This could be a way to tolerate
small differences in rhythm and pitch between different instances of a pattern.
Sometimes seemingly irrelevant discoveries have actually found relevant patterns, but in
what could be called an ”inverted” way. Rather than discovering a valid pattern in a
way a human would, the algorithms might map corresponding notes of different instances
of a pattern together, forming a long-spanning pattern with bits of each instance of the
original valid pattern in it. Figure 4.6 presents examples of this phenomenon. Spotting
these kinds of discoveries automatically and processing them appropriately sounds like a
hard task, but could lead to more human-like output.
Discovering patterns in an inverted way does not apply just to valid patterns: many of
the discovered patterns have an inverted counterpart in the output, regardless of whether
the underlying pattern is a good find or not. Acknowledging this presence of the inverted
discoveries in the algorithm design could potentially lead to positive results: it could be
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helpful to find these pairs, and to come up with a system to decide which one of the
discoveries is the more natural way to present a pattern, and discard the other pattern.
Compactness ratio could potentially be a good measure in this situation.

Figure 4.6: Four patterns discovered by SIATEC. The pattern on top left is the valid pattern A. The one
on the top right is in fact the same valid pattern A, only found in an inverted way: corresponding notes
of the two valid instances are ”mapped” together, resulting in fourteen two-note pattern instances, rather
than two instances of a pattern with fourteen notes. Pictures on the bottom show the same phenomenon
the other way: short valid pattern C on the bottom left is discovered as two long patterns on bottom
right.

The amount of patterns returned by TTWIA is very large, and parsing the results by
hand becomes an overwhelming task even with very short songs. TTWIA always returns
n2 patterns, where n is the number of notes in the input, and for example in the case of
Twinkle Twinkle Little Star this means 1764 returned patterns. These kinds of amounts
of patterns obviously call for filtering the output with heavy hand.
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One cause of the surplus of patterns is redundancy among the algorithm output. Due to
the way patterns are processed by the algorithm, for every pattern with n notes also n − 1
other related patterns are discovered, that have all the same notes but only up until some
note. Figure 4.7 illustrates this kind of discoveries. It is good to remember that this is
not entirely a bad thing, as it is completely possible that a good pattern contains one or
more shorter but equally relevant patterns. However, as this phenomenon applies to all
discovered patterns, it also creates a lot of noise in the output.

Figure 4.7: Redundancy in TTWIA results. In this figure 14 different patterns are toggled on: only the
14th pattern finds the whole shape (the valid pattern A), while the others find all the same notes, but
only up until some point – 13th pattern finds all notes up until the 13th note of the whole shape, and so
on.

For TTWIA, there also seems to always be a pattern that contains every note in the
input, which obviously is not a very useful finding. If the input is polyphonic and multiple
notes are played at a certain onset, only one of these notes are picked to this pattern.
The algorithm also discovers patterns where the instances overlap almost entirely, except
for few differing notes. Figure 4.8 shows an example of both of these types of patterns.
Additionally, because of the aforementioned redundancy in this algorithm’s output, these
patterns have numerous related, slightly altered variations. These seem to be caused by
a step in the algorithm computation: a list that contains all possible combinations of two
notes from the data set, including each note paired with itself, is created in the beginning
steps of the algorithm, and from this list the patterns are ultimately discovered. Because
the list also contains the pairs where a note is paired with itself, the algorithm finds
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patterns where the pattern instances overlap largely or even entirely. It seems likely that
simply omitting the note pairs where a note is paired with itself could filter out a lot of
irrelevant patterns, yet hardly any useful patterns would be salvaged by keeping these
pairs in.∗

Figure 4.8: Two discoveries by TTWIA. The one on the left contains all notes of the input, the one on
the right is a pattern where the instances overlap entirely except for the last note.

Although implementing TTWIA without the window parameter is possible, the window
parameter seems to be essential for getting sensible results. Without the restrictions
the window sets, the discovered patterns can become fairly nonsensical, onsets between
consecutive notes in a pattern stretching almost the entire song. Fortunately setting a
sensible window parameter value leads to better results – essentially it gives a way to
regulate the compactness of patterns, which has been found to be beneficial for good
results, as discussed earlier.
One way to reduce the amount of discovered patterns in both algorithms could be to
get rid of identical patterns. In the case of Twinkle Twinkle Little Star, in SIATEC
output approximately half of the discovered patterns seem to be identical to another
discovered pattern in the output. For TTWIA, it is hard to give an estimation of the
amount of identical patterns because not all patterns were investigated thoroughly, but
their existence was apparent. In the output of TTWIA, in addition to exactly identical
patterns, there also exists discoveries that are slightly different but identical in practice:
∗

At least one type of relevant pattern does exist that would be omitted if these pairs are not included:
if two instruments play the exact same sequence of pitches, but with differing rhythms (for example, the
other instrument plays the same notes with doubled time values), and at some point the sequences cross
in a way that the instruments play the same pitch at the same time.
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only different instances of essentially the same pattern are discovered. Figure 4.9 shows
this kind of situation. The high number of identical patterns could be a problem of short,
monophonic songs: there simply is not much to work with, leading to duplicate entries.
Investigating the issue and number of identical patterns in more detail would require doing
so computationally, as that would be a much more efficient way to check the equality of
patterns than using Mupadie.

Figure 4.9: Seven essentially identical patterns discovered by TTWIA. Although discovered as separate
patterns, they all have the same shape: two repeated notes followed by a note a second lower, all eighth
notes apart from each other.

Another way of reducing large amounts of insignificant discovered patterns could be to
filter out patterns which have only one note in them. Mupadie comes with minimum
pattern length parameter for both of the algorithms: tweaking them lets the user know
that 110 out of 313 patterns, or approximately 35% of patterns SIATEC discovered from
Twinkle Twinkle Little Star only contain one note. For TTWIA, the numbers are 237
out of 1764 (≈ 13%) for unrestricted window (when chances of one-note patterns should
be lowest) and 1241 out of 1764 (≈ 70%) for window set to 1 (when chances of one-note
patterns should be highest). The percentages hint that it might be possible to get rid of
lots of insignificant patterns with a simple length check. However, having relatively large
amount of one-note patterns in the algorithm output could be a trait of short songs, where
there is less chances to find companions for a note. It is also not unimaginable that a song
could have valid one-note patterns∗ , so blindly removing them from the output might not
∗

A musically interesting one note long pattern could for example be any one sound that is notably
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be the optimal solution.
Neither of the algorithms investigate slightly more abstract patterns, such as patterns
where only the rhythm is important and pitch is arbitrary. For example in the case of
Twinkle Twinkle Little Star it is arguable that it contains a purely rhythmic pattern, as
discussed in Section 4.1: every phrase of the melody consists of 6 eighth notes and one
quarter note, while the pitches of the notes can vary, and the pure rhythm of 6 eighth
notes and a quarter note could be considered as a pattern in itself. This is not a unique
restriction to SIATEC and TTWIA: as of now, there seems to be no musical pattern
discovery algorithms capable of making or communicating this kind of discoveries.
Musically meaningless discoveries also sometimes seem to be varying combinations of any
of the aforementioned issues, resulting in such an obscured pattern that it becomes quite
difficult to track everything what went wrong with that particular discovery. Figure 4.10
presents one such example, where a discovered pattern is an ”inverted” discovery with
isolated membership problem, while being musically insignificant, clumsy subset of valid
patterns A and B.

Figure 4.10: Multiple problems can accumulate to burden a discovered pattern. Investigating the
pattern on the left, one can see that it is an ”inverted” discovery on the pattern on the right, which has
the ”isolated membership” problem with two notes very far apart from rest of the notes – and ultimately,
even with the isolated notes removed, is still compact but insignificant pattern, and could be characterised
as awkward subset of valid patterns A and B.

Quick comparisons were also made with other songs than Twinkle Twinkle Little Star to
different from the rest of the material, if it is repeated enough times during a song – especially, if this
note has some special function, such as being the conclusion of different sections of a song. For example
a long, solitary strike of a gong between sections of a song could serve as a one note long pattern.
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see if any glaring issues would come up. When compared to other songs, these algorithms
seem to generally work better with Twinkle Twinkle Little Star, probably due to it being a
short and monophonic song, even though both of the algorithms can deal with polyphony.
As the amount of notes in the input grows, long and polyphonic inputs seem to obscure the
patterns, encouraging the algorithms to find long-spanning, fairly non-sense patterns. This
observation implies two ways to improve algorithm output: running algorithms separately
on different tracks of a song as well as on different segments of a song. It could be
beneficial to run the algorithms separately for each track of a MIDI file, as it would reduce
the amount of polyphony. This method obviously assumes that the desired pattern is not
divided among several instruments, but, at least for a typical melody, this is rarely the
case. Also, using the findings by researchers who have worked on the song segmentation
problem of music information retrieval, a song could be first segmented into its structural
parts, for example into choruses and verses, and algorithms could be run on each segment
separately. This method could make the input of the algorithm shorter and easier to
manage, but assumes that a pattern is repeated within a segment. Furthermore, combining
these approaches of running the algorithms on separate tracks and shorter song segments
could have even more positive effect. Best patterns of a segment or a track could then
applied to the other segments or tracks, trying to see if they are repeated with other
instruments or in other parts of the song.
Although a lot of issues have been listed in this section, it is good to remember that
the algorithms do discover perfectly valid patterns. The valid patterns A and C were
discovered by both of the algorithms – the instances of these patterns were exact repetitions
of one another, and in this kind of situation the algorithms did not seem to have any
problems to discover the patterns. The remaining valid pattern B was also found by
both algorithms with certain compromises, discussed for example in the caption of Figure
4.5. With pattern B some instances of the pattern had slight variations in the pitches
of the notes, so neither of the algorithms found all instances of the pattern perfectly.
The fact that the algorithms do find valid patterns supports the idea already previously
presented regarding SIATEC, that these kind of algorithms could work as a basis for
pattern discovery, requiring further filtering to get rid of insignificant patterns (Meredith
et al., 2002).

5 Discussion and conclusions
The goal of this thesis was to make evaluating musical pattern discovery algorithms easier
by building an application capable of visualising the algorithm output. This objective was
met by building Mupadie as the visualisation that it produces made it easier to comprehend
the algorithm output and quickly evaluate the validity of discovered patterns.
An evaluation of two algorithms, SIATEC and TTWIA, was also conducted, which demonstrated Mupadie’s capabilities in coming up with ways to enhance these algorithms. Some
previously known issues of SIATEC, such as tendency to discover long and sparse patterns,
and the isolated membership problem, were confirmed with Mupadie. TTWIA has seemingly not been evaluated previously, apart from evaluations done when it was introduced,
but in this evaluation it was shown to have similar issues to SIATEC. The presence of
”inverted” discoveries in the output has not been documented before, and is thus be a
novel finding of this thesis. Patterns which had varying combinations of these different
issues were also spotted from the output.
Evaluating the algorithms with Mupadie highlighted some ideas of how to enhance the
algorithms. Removing duplicate patterns and one note long patterns was seen to be an
easy way to discard large amounts of patterns without any, or hardly any, repercussions.
Running the algorithms separately for different tracks and segments of a song was seen as
a potential way to simplify the algorithm input and consequently enhance the discovery
results. An idea for tolerating variances in rhythm and pitches in the patterns was also
presented. If there exists a note for most instances of an pattern, that does not belong to
the instance, but those notes’ relative note onset or pitch difference to the closest pattern
notes only differ within some defined range, the notes could potentially be added to the
pattern instances.
Mupadie was built to be a widely applicable tool for any musical pattern discovery researcher interested in gaining insights into the output of a musical pattern discovery algorithms, whether they want to evaluate existing algorithms or guide the design process
of an unfinished algorithm. This was achieved by designing a JSON data structure that
works as an input for Mupadie, and to which any musical pattern finding algorithm output can be converted into. Mupadie is therefore not confined to the algorithms that are
already implemented in it.
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Some improvements for Mupadie were left for future research. Due to the large number
of developed pattern discovery algorithms, only a fraction of them could be included in
this thesis. An obvious goal for the future would be to include more implementations of
algorithms to allow more possibilities for easy side-by-side comparisons, and get a fuller
view of the state of musical pattern discovery algorithms. This problem was mitigated
however by including the possibility to upload any pattern discovery results as a JSON
file.
Having to leave out most musical pattern discovery algorithms from Mupadie meant that
some interesting candidates had to be left out. Some of the shortages of SIATEC output
that were discovered in this thesis had already been noted before, and algorithms have
already been developed that attempt to overcome these problems (see for example Collins,
Arzt, et al. (2013)). It would be especially interesting to examine these algorithms with
Mupadie to see how well they overcome these problems, and if new issues arise with these
design choices.
While Mupadie is merely the minimal setting for this kind of musical pattern discovery
algorithm comparison and evaluation, there is a lot of potential ways to further enhance
Mupadie. The list of useful additional features is practically endless, including for example
richer visualisations such as the schemagram (Chen and Su, 2018), audio playback of notes,
allowing reading the input note pitches as morphetic pitch with pitch spelling algorithm
such as ps13 (Meredith, 2006), and representing the music and patterns using musical
notation instead of points on two-dimensional graph. These features could add more depth
to the algorithm evaluation, but due to the scope of this thesis could not be included in
Mupadie.
Having to limit the input of the algorithms to 150 notes was also unfortunately very
restricting, and prevented exploring most pieces of music in full. Improving the computational efficiency of the algorithm implementations and visualisations of Mupadie would
enable testing of the algorithms with longer songs, and give a fuller picture of the issues
that might arise with longer songs. Fortunately, the limit is not needed for JSON upload,
making it possible for the user to conduct more demanding computations themselves and
still use Mupadie to visualise the results.
The conducted evaluation of algorithms was intentionally small-scaled, made by using the
very simple and monophonic song Twinkle Twinkle Little Star as the input for the algorithms. This kept the number of discovered patterns manageable for this thesis. Despite
its simplicity, Twinkle Twinkle Little Star brought up many different aspects of the al-
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gorithms. However, larger scale evaluation with longer, polyphonic songs as well as with
multiple songs from varying genres would most likely bring up lots of useful information
about the algorithms and highlight issues that do not emerge with a song like Twinkle
Twinkle Little Star. Unfortunately using Twinkle Twinkle Little Star as the input song also
prevented TTWIA showcasing its speciality of detecting patterns with rhythm variations,
as those kind of patterns do not exist in this song.
Even if there is room for improvements, Mupadie fills a gap in musical pattern discovery
algorithm evaluation, providing a useful tool for musical pattern research. It reduces some
obstacles of algorithm evaluation, potentially facilitating further advancements in musical
pattern discovery in general.
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Appendix A Submitting data as JSON

This appendix contains instructions for submitting output of arbitrary musical pattern
discovery algorithm to Mupadie as a JSON object. The following instructions are a copy
of the instructions that are provided in the Mupadie web application.

A.1

Submitting data as JSON

If you want to visualise musical pattern discovery algorithm results of an algorithm that
is not included in Mupadie, you can transform the output of the algorithm to conform to
the data structure Mupadie uses internally and provide any pattern result set as a JSON
object. You can also of course provide human analyst results for comparison by following
the same format, if you have such data available. If the data structure is followed correctly,
Mupadie should then be able to visualise your results!

A.2

Quick reference

{
"point_set": [[x1, y1], [x2, y2], ...],
"pattern_data": [
{
"meta": "Algorithm X",
"patterns": [
[
[[p1i1x1, p1i1y1], [p1i1x2, p1i1y2], ...],
[[p1i2x1, p1i2y1], [p1i2x2, p1i2y2], ...],
...
],
[
[[p2i1x1, p2i1y1], [p2i1x2, p2i1y2], ...],
[[p2i2x1, p2i2y1], [p2i2x2, p2i2y2], ...],
...
],
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...
]
},
{
"meta": "Algorithm Y",
"patterns": ...
},
...
]

}

A.3

Breakdown of the data structure

The data should be provided as a JSON object with two name-value pairs: "point_set"
containing the notes of the source piece of music, and "pattern_data" containing the
pattern data.

A.3.1

Point set

"point_set" contains the notes of the source piece of music as points. Our goal is:
"point_set": [[x1, y1], [x2, y2], ...]
We first define how note is represented and then form a point set from notes.
Note (point)
Notes are represented as lists of two items: onset (x) and pitch (y). The list can contain
more items, but they are disregarded by the visualization. Onset can be any number (float
or int). Pitch should be MIDI pitch number (integer from 0 to 127):
[x, y]
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Point set
The point set is then simply all notes of a piece of music in a list:
[[x1, y1], [x2, y2], ...]
We are now set with the first part of the data structure:
{
"point_set": [[x1, y1], [x2, y2], ...],
...
}

A.3.2

Pattern data

"pattern_data" contains the data of the discovered patterns. You can also provide multiple sets of results to compare them against each other in Mupadie. Our goal is:
"pattern_data": [
// Algorithm results object
{
"meta": "Algorithm X",
"patterns": [
// Pattern
[
[[p1i1x1, p1i1y1], [p1i1x2, p1i1y2], ...],
[[p1i2x1, p1i2y1], [p1i2x2, p1i2y2], ...],
...
],
[
[[p2i1x1, p2i1y1], [p2i1x2, p2i1y2], ...],
[[p2i2x1, p2i2y1], [p2i2x2, p2i2y2], ...],
...
],
...
]

// Pattern instance
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},
{
"meta": "Algorithm Y",
"patterns": ...
},
...

]
We again explain the structure piece by piece, starting from inside, progressing to the
whole structure of a pattern result set.
Pattern instance
An instance of a particular pattern is represented as list of notes, similarly to a point set.
A pattern instance should contain a subset of notes present in the "point_set" (Mupadie
does not validate this, but disregarding this will result in nonsense visualisation).
[[i1x1, i1y1], [i1x2, i1y2], ...]
Pattern
A Pattern is represented as a list that contains each instance of that pattern.
[
[[i1x1, i1y1], [i1x2, i1y2], ...],
[[i2x1, i2y1], [i2x2, i2y2], ...],
...
]
Algorithm results object
An object that documents the results of one algorithm. The object should include the
discovered patterns as a list of patterns under the key "patterns". Even if you only have
one pattern, it should be placed inside a list.
The object can also optionally include key "meta": if used, it can contain any string. This
string is rendered along with the results to help identify the result set, so the value could
for example include the name of the algorithm and description of parameters that the
algorithm was run with.
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{
"meta": "Algorithm X: parameter a = n",
"patterns": [
[
[[p1i1x1, p1i1y1], [p1i1x2, p1i1y2], ...],
[[p1i2x1, p1i2y1], [p1i2x2, p1i2y2], ...],
...
],
[
[[p2i1x1, p2i1y1], [p2i1x2, p2i1y2], ...],
[[p2i2x1, p2i2y1], [p2i2x2, p2i2y2], ...],
...
],
...
]
}
Pattern data

Your algorithm results objects should be placed in a list under the key pattern_data.
If you want to visualise many algorithm results simultaneously, you can provide many
algorithm results objects in the list. Even if you want to visualise the results of only one
algorithm, the algorithm results object should be placed inside a list.
"pattern_data": [
{
"meta": "Algorithm X",
"patterns": [
[
[[p1i1x1, p1i1y1], [p1i1x2, p1i1y2], ...],
[[p1i2x1, p1i2y1], [p1i2x2, p1i2y2], ...],
...
],
[
[[p2i1x1, p2i1y1], [p2i1x2, p2i1y2], ...],
[[p2i2x1, p2i2y1], [p2i2x2, p2i2y2], ...],
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...
],
...
]
},
{
"meta": "Algorithm Y",
"patterns": ...
},
...

]

A.3.3

Final steps

"point_set" and "pattern_data" should be merged into one object:
{
"point_set": ...,
"pattern_data": ...
}
So all in all the data structure should be:
{
"point_set": [[x1, y1], [x2, y2], ...],
"pattern_data": [
{
"meta": "Algorithm X",
"patterns": [
[
[[p1i1x1, p1i1y1], [p1i1x2, p1i1y2], ...],
[[p1i2x1, p1i2y1], [p1i2x2, p1i2y2], ...],
...
],
[
[[p2i1x1, p2i1y1], [p2i1x2, p2i1y2], ...],

vii
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[[p2i2x1, p2i2y1], [p2i2x2, p2i2y2], ...],
...
],
...
]
},
{
"meta": "Algorithm Y",
"patterns": ...
},
...
]
}

Once complete, save the data in a file with the extension ".json" and upload the file
using the form at the top of the page to visualise it!

